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The challengeBig data 

Pets Corner, the UK’s 2nd biggest pet retailer, 
has over 160 UK stores and a strong Ecom-
merce presence. With a passion for natural 
pet food and ethical business practice, all 
their stores are carefully designed to connect 
customers with highly trained staff who can 
assess which product is right for their pet.

After acquiring a competitor in 2017, Pets 
Corner turned their attention to finding smar-
ter ways to grow sales and increase retention 
of customers.

They knew that the key to this vision lay in 
their data, but the sheer volume and velocity 
of daily transaction level data made the task 
too daunting for in-house analysis.
Pets Corner set Vuzo two challenges

David Pack, Head of Ecommerce 
at Pets Corner & Mo Amin, 
Commercial Director at Vuzo

1.   Can digital marketing really bring more 
customers to my stores? 

2.   Can you identify customers who are 
reducing their spend with us so that we can 
intervene and win them back?

The result was an overall ROI of 170% on 
their investment with Vuzo. 
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Return on marketing 
investment

Sales lift in-store at 99.1%
confidence
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Big data 
Putting pet store 
data to work
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Dean Richmond, Pets Corner’s CEO, knew that 
significant growth would come from elevating 
the performance of each store. Store staff are 
rigorously trained, so he was confident of their 
ability to convert visitors to sales. That meant 
the priority was to find a way to drive more 
traffic.

“I wanted to know how best to drive more 
visitors to our stores. I was sceptical of digital 
marketing being the answer and especially 
because we have, in the past, found it hard to 
measure which marketing methods have been 
successful. Without this, it was hard to know 
where we should invest further or reallocate 
spend away from campaigns that had little to 
no success.” 

Vuzo began work to

•   Analyse their vast transactional data set 
•   Isolate the true impact of marketing campaig-
ns from the constant fluctuation of retail sales
•  Identify churning customers early 

Vuzo’s team used their proprietary machine 
learning algorithms and process framework to 
conduct a Deep Dive of Pets Corner’s anonymi-
sed EPOS & Ecommerce transaction data. Vuzo 
then enriched this information with a mix of 
public and proprietary data to get a compre-
hensive picture of Pets Corner’s customers and 
their proximity to each of the tested stores. 

Through rigorous testing Vuzo was able to 
prove, at over 99% statistical confidence, the 
impact of each campaign on store sales.

For the second challenge, Vuzo used EPOS 
transactions to identify Pets Corner’s Custo-
mer Lifetime Value, and created a bespoke 
win-back programme. 

The in-house team was now able to identify 
lapsing customers at the earliest possible 
moment, resulting in Pets Corner retaining 
18% of high value lapsed customers.

New customer growth

Lapsed Customers won-back
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Results
Business Requirements Tangible results

“Before Vuzo, our strategy and decisions were 
mainly based on our know-how, experience 
and high level data we received from our 
EPOS system. Now we have a way to reduce 
risk by testing the impact of our sales initiati-
ves. Vuzo helps us make decisions faster and 
with more certainty. No longer do we face the 
situation where we tried something and we 
simply couldn’t tell the impact it had.”

Dean and Pets Corner plan to expand the 
use of Vuzo across their organisation. “We 
continuously set higher goals for our team to 
become the largest provider of high quality 
pet products. Vuzo will be at the centre of our 
success and we want to use their advanced 
decision-making system to enhance how 
we make smart decisions across our whole 
group.”

“...now we have a way to reduce risk by testing the 
impact of our sales initiatives”

 • PREVENT CUSTOMER CHURN

 • DRIVE MORE FOOTFALL INTO THEIR STORES

 • IMPROVE PROFITS

 • RETAINED 18% OF LAPSED CUSTOMERS

 • INCREASED STORE CUSTOMERS BY 3.4%

 • 170% NET ROI ON MARKETING INVESTMENT
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Dean Richmond, CEO 
of parent company 
Pet Family


